Humanities August Buy-Back PD Opportunities: Middle School*
Note: K-8 E/LA Teachers will attend an off-site PD on 8/17 – more details on this to come!

Optional Site Support for
Learning Links
The Humanities Online Learning
Links are designed to be
successfully completed with
little advance preparation. In
some cases, it might be helpful
to have a teacher from your site
prepare to facilitate the module
ahead of time.
We are offering a two-hour
training for facilitators to walk
through the learning link and
prepare to facilitate.
One representative for each
subject area may sign up for a
training session on 8/14 or 8/15,
4-6pm (extended hours
provided). Teachers can sign up
today at
tinyurl.com/learninglinkSFUSD

The Humanities Learning Links are online professional development
modules that are site-facilitated to be completed on the August 17
Buy-back Day (approximately 3 hours).
Materials will be provided to principals at the Administrators’ Institute and
posted on www.sfusdhumanities.org in July.
English/Language Arts, ELD &
SPED* Teachers of Grades 6-8

History/Social Sciences & SPED*
Teachers of Grades 6-8

Diving Deeper into the Secondary
Workshop Approach

Defining Inquiry in the Secondary
History-Social Science Classroom

Sites and teachers who need a refresh can visit
this introductory Learning Link, “Using the
Workshop Approach to Differentiate Instruction
in the E/LA Classroom.” This Learning Link
covers content shared at the in-person PD
offered to teachers of Grades 6-8 in August
2016.

Sites and teachers who need a refresh can visit
this introductory Learning Link, “What’s in the
New California Framework for History/Social
Science?” This Learning Link covers content
shared at the in-person PD offered to teachers
of Grades 6-8 in August 2016.

*PD most applicable for RSP and M/M SDC teachers

*PD most applicable for RSP and M/M SDC teachers

Want even more professional development? Consider facilitating the “Using
Student Data to Inform Instruction” Humanities Learning Link for your staff!
In this Online Learning Link, participants will…
• examine student data at the district and site levels
• discuss holistic and analytic findings
• identify specific content and/or skills to be addressed to support all students to succeed

